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DATA SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Solving data-related problems

Which kind of question are we asking?
–
–
–
–
–

Descriptive: How is that data?
Exploratory: Exists relations in that data?
Inductive: Does that data repeats?
Predictive: Can we predict that data?
Causal: What causes that data?

Statistical analysis can help solving those questions…
… but sometimes “algorithms” and “heuristics” are required
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Automatic statistical analysis
Complexity on data:
– More that simplistic statistic analysis
– Repetitive or exhaustive analysis to be done
– Decisions to be made when selecting features

“Let the machine do the analysis”
–
–
–
–

and select which features to examine
and use heuristics to decide which analyses to do
and decide/rank when something is relevant
and return a reusable data model

“Machine Learning” -> “Automatic Learning” (or “Modeling”)
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Machine Learning

Automatic methods to create models
– Engineering algorithms to perform Statistical Analyses
– Designing heuristics to decide which analyses to be done
– Solving problems using those methods

An application of Statistics and Artificial Intelligence
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An example:
“Our data seems to show no patterns”
– No clear or strong correlations
– No clear “device” generating that data

“Certain features seem to divide data better than others?”
– Divide data by those features
– Repeat analyses on each group
– Use a heuristic to decide first-analyzed features

“A subset shows weak patterns”
– Repeat operation in subset

“All subsets can be directly modeled”
– FIN 
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An example:
“Our data seems to show no patterns”
– No clear or strong correlations
– No clear “device” generating that data

“Certain features seem to divide data better than others?”
– Divide data by those features
[Divide and Conquer]
– Repeat analyses on each group
[Statistical Modeling]
– Use a heuristic to decide first-analyzed features [Gain of Information]

“A subset shows weak patterns”
– Repeat operation in subset

[That’s Tree-Search]

“All subsets can be directly modeled”
– FIN 

[That’s actually called “RecPart-Tree” algorithm]
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INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE LEARNING
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What is Machine Learning
Machine Learning:
– Algorithms and methods…
– …to learn (model) a system automatically…
– …from some observations

Modeling and Prediction (supervised)
Observed
samples

Training

ML
method
Creates

New
samples
(unlabeled)

To be
labeled

Model

Labels
estimated

New
samples
(labeled)

– Usually the model learns “f(inputs) → labels”
– “f(inputs)” explains the observed system
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Commodity Machine Learning
Prior 2014~, ML was “nerd stuff” 
– Then, the “Deep Learning” people started publishing “cool stuff”
(Hinton et al.)
– Suddenly, general public saw that everyone could benefit from ML
• The same way people use statistic methods, calculus, etc.
• The hype for ML and Analytics began, that lead to the hype for AI

Everyone is making multi-purpose frameworks for ML
–
–
–
–
–

Google → TensorFlow, …
Facebook → FBLearner, Torch, Caffe, …
IBM → IBM Watson, BlueMix, PowerAI, …
Microsoft → AzureML, ML.net, …
Hadoop Ecosystem → SparkML, Mahout, …

ML capabilities
What can WE automate with machine learning:
–
–
–
–
–

Estimate values (regression)
Estimate classes or categories (classification)
Find similarities from data
Recommend actions from feedback
Display properties of a system

Examples:
– Model the function defining performance in a system from its load
– Classify users of a system from their footprint on it
– Recommend best actions on a system based on its status
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Example algorithms and methods
Statistical Learning:
– Linear/polynomial regressions, k-Nearest neighbors,
trees/forests, Bayesian methods, Clustering methods, …

Decision

Neural Networks:
– Multi-Layer Perceptrons, Markovian models, Hopfield networks and
Boltzmann machines, Convolutional networks, Deep networks…

Reinforcement Learning:
– Q-Learning and SARSA algorithms, …

Stream Learning:
– On-line sketches,
aggregations, …

updatable

models

and

ensembles,

window
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Cost of ML algorithms
Algorithms have a cost:
– We’re automating “several” analyses and heuristics
– We’re passing through data repeatedly (sometimes)

Computational and Data costs
– ML requires a “critical mass” of examples to model properly
– Some algorithms require heavy computation/time for training
– Some models require high storage space

Trade-off on simplicity
– Accuracy/Precision vs. Resource Consumption/Available Data
– We could expect (but not always) that
• simplest models may be poorly accurate/precise
• complex models may take more resources/time
• the larger the dataset, the better the model & validation
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Performance on ML
In many situations, most part of the process falls into Data Preparation:
–

Slice data, Sample data, Aggregate data, Discard data, Flatten data, …

Most ML methods just read data once (into memory)
–

…then iterate or aggregate data until converging to a model

Most of prediction processes are just
–
–

Computing the new input into the model (easy)
Compare the input with the model (hard)

Usually predictions require some Post-processing to use them
## Machine Learning Typical Program

Learning

data <- read.data(source);

# Obtain Data

proc.data <- treat.data(data);

# Pre-process data

model <- learning.process(proc.data);

# Here learning occours

new.proc.data <- treat.data(new.data);

# Pre-process new data

predicted.values <- prediction(model, new.proc.data);

# Here prediction occours

displayable.data <- preprint.data(predicted.values, new.proc.data);

# Post-process data

show.data(displayable.data);

# ...to be displayed

Prediction
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STATISTICAL LEARNING
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Statistical Learning

Learned models are based on statistical properties of data
Training (modeling):
– Algorithms perform statistic analyses to create a set of rules, weights
or discriminations

Prediction:
– These models are used with new data, assuming that it has the same
statistical properties
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An example:
A Naïve Bayes algorithm on e-mails
spam ¬spam |
diamonds
130
5 | 135
¬diamonds
987
300 | 1287
------------------------------1117
305 | 1422

– Training concludes from emails that:
• P(spam) = 1117/1422 = 0.786
• P(diamonds) = 135/1422 = 0.095

P(¬spam) = 305/1422 = 0.214
P(¬diamonds) = 1287/1422 = 0.905

• P(diamonds & spam) = 130/1422 = 0.091

P(diamonds & ¬spam) = 5/1422 = 0.0035

– Given a new mail with “diamonds”:
P(“diamonds” & “spam”)
P(“diamonds”)
P(“diamonds” & “¬spam”)
• P(“¬spam” | “diamonds”) ←
P(“diamonds”)
• P(“spam” | “diamonds”) ←

– The mail is classified as “spam”
• P(“spam” | “diamonds”) = 0,9514
• P(“¬spam” | “diamonds”) = 0,0367
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Statistical Learning Process
Time to decide which algorithm use
– Choose those that are expected to fit better to your problem
– Look for the statistical analysis you would perform
– And which question you want to answer

According to
–
–
–
–

… the data you have
… the problem you are solving
… what you know about the problem
… how you are going to use the model

Some people…
– … have a favorite set of methods
– … just try a bunch of them, and see which one works better
– … select the method according to their constraints
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Supervised Learning
Supervised Learning
– Training data is already labeled
– Want to predict new unlabeled data

Some methods
– Regression algorithms
• “There is a function from inputs to the output” → Regress it

– Decision trees & Random forests
• “Input values separate data into classes” → Find the tree

– Nearest Neighbors & Spatial models
• “Similar data belongs to the same class” → Remember data
neighbors

– Bayesian models
• “Class Probability depends on inputs probabilities” → Compute
probabilities
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Not-supervised Learning
Unsupervised learning
– Data has no labels
– We want to discover those labels/groups/similarities
– Clustering (k-Means, DBSCAN, …)
• “Find similar groups in data”

Reinforcement learning
– Model is trained through feedback
– We make a prediction, then reward or punish after
using it
RL

System

– Q-learning and SARSA
• “1) Select best option. 2) Apply it. 3) Adjust from
success/failure”
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Not-supervised Learning
Data-Streams: Model learns continuously
– “We must train/update
continuously”
– Data arrives in-time

the

model
ML

• … and changes behavior constantly
• … and can’t be held all together (Big Data)

Data Mining methods
– Collaborative Filtering
• “From different profiles, attempt
complete an incomplete one”

to

– Association Rules
• “Which relevant probabilities
subsets of data inputs?”

exist

in

lhs

rhs

supp

{A}

{B}

5

{AB}

{C}

3

{AC}

{D}

1

{ABC}

{D}

1
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Interpretability
Models are usually interpretable
– They show the statistical properties of data
– Most often we can read the model

E.g. Regressions

f(x) = 102 + speed * 10.34 + weight * 5.14

– Weights of each feature in regression

E.g. Decision trees
– Features & values dividing the data

E.g. Naive Bayes
– Probabilities for each feature vs class

P(“diamonds” | “spam”) = 0.115
P(“spam”) = 0.786
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NEURAL NETWORKS
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Neural Networks
“Neural networks are a method that attempts to imitate to the brain
neuron mechanisms”
– It allows non-linear models
– A mechanisms that adjusts input weights after passing data repeatedly

Inputs x

Schema of Perceptron (basic linear neuron)
g(x) = sigm(f(x))
Output g(x)

f(x) = ∑(xi · wi)

Example of XOR (non-linear)
Input

– XOR is not linear, so requires neuron composing
Output
“hidden layer”
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Training a regular Neural Network
Iterative process on Multi-Layer Perceptrons
– Weights are initialized random
– Backpropagation:
• Data passes forward the network
• Output is compared with real value

– Delta Rule:
• Differences are propagated back, adjusting weights (e.g. Gradient
Descent)

– Repeat until acceptable error/reach iteration limit
ŷ1

Input

X

ŷ2

ε = Y - ŷ2
Output

ε = Ỹ1 - ŷ1
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Composition of Neural Networks
Decisions:
Input

– How many neurons?
– How many hidden layers?
– Which kind of neuron per layer?

hl1

hl2

Output

Different layers (some):
– Linear
– Sigmoid
– Rectifiers

f(x) = ∑(xi · wi)
f(x) = sigmoid(x)
f(x) = max(0, x)

– Convolutional / Pooling

– Flattening

x = <x1, x2, x3, …, xn>
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Details of Neural Networks
Readability
– NNs are hard to “read”
– Can’t know always what’s happening inside
– Sometimes, weights can be visualized
• See the weights of each neuron

Output
(10 neurons)

HL (30 neurons)

Input (28x28)

– Example: MNIST

9

Re-training
– Pass new data for training to update the model
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Other types of NNs
Support Vector Machines
– Deterministic network to find better division
of data, using proper data transformations (kernels)

Hopfield networks
– Deterministic networks to fit labeled data
– E.g. Face recognition

Visible
(Input)

Hidden

Boltzmann machines

Recurrent NNs
– For time-series and sequences
– Recurrent neurons, LSTMs
– Natural language translation

Sequential
Input

– Stochastic network to fit reconstructed data
– E.g. Data correction

Sequential
Output
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DEEP LEARNING
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Deep Neural Networks
Some hard problems can be solved using “Deep” NNs
– … Those are NNs with several hidden layers
– Highly complex datasets require high degree of layers + neurons
– Training require High Performance Computing

Output
(classes)

line + relu
+ sigm

1000 neurons

line + relu

50000 neurons

conv + pool +
relu + flatten

10000 neurons

conv + pool
+ relu

2000 neurons

conv + pool
+ relu

Input (image)

E.g. image recognition scenarios

“cat”

Deep Neural Networks
Using Deep neural networks
– Some trained Deep networks can be downloaded and tuned
– E.g. VGG19 (5 layers). Trained for object recognition
•
•
•
•
•

First: captures lines and dots
Second: captures combinations of lines and dots
Third: captures shapes
Fourth: captures textures/styles
Fifth: captures object features

– Updating VGG19 with a new specific dataset, the network can
recognize specialized objects

Transfer Learning
We can even tune only parts of a trained NN
– E.g.: VGG19 + tuning “style” layer
– Transfer Learning on images:

VGG19

Update
style layer

Forward +
reconstruction

– For a trained deep NN, when we check the weights, we can detect a
layer identifying a feature. Then we can exploit it.
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ML PROJECTS @ BSC
DATA-CENTRIC COMPUTING

Hi-EST Project
Cognitive self-management of novel data-centric architectures
– European Research Council Starting Grant (David Carrera)

Modeling Data-Center Application Behaviors
– Scheduling and Decision
Making
– Phases and Regimes
detection
• Data-Center
applications
• Multi-dimensional data

– Neural Networks:
• Conditional RBMs
• Recurrent NNs (LSTM)
• Hidden Markov Models
“Automatic Generation of Workload Profiles using Unsupervised Learning Pipelines”
David Buchaca, Josep Ll. Berral, David Carrera
IEEE Transactions on Network and Service Management (2017)
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Hi-EST Project
“How applications behave over time on a DC?”
– “Are there repeated patterns?”
– “Are there similar applications?”
– “Do CPU, Memory and Network resources define the application?”

“Can we predict how incoming applications will behave?”
– “And manage DCs according to predictions?”

Methodology:
–
–
–
–

Global statistical analysis shows too much heterogeneity
Look for patterns on different execution segments
Input all resources, let algorithm focus on the important ones
Get an interpretable model to learn about applications
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ALOJA Project
Analyze Big-Data applications in Data-Centers
– Modeling workloads and deployments
– Predict behavior elements
• Performance Forecasting
• Anomaly detection
• Configuration Recommendations

– Polynomial regression, decision trees, k-NN, SVMs, 1-hidden layer MLPs

Anomaly Detection
– Model-based + datadriven detection
procedure

Guided Benchmarking
– Modeling and Clustering
• K-Means Algorithm

– Explore new
configurations on unseen
deployments
“ALOJA: A Framework for Benchmarking and Predictive Analytics in Big Data Deployments”
Josep Ll. Berral, Nicolas Poggi, David Carrera, Aaron Call, Rob Reinauer, Daron Green
IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing (2017) 37

ALOJA Project
“Can we find best configurations for DC benchmarks?”
–
–
–
–

“Are there configuration parameters more relevant that others?”
“Are there incompatible configurations?”
“Are anomalous executions errors or new scenarios?”
“Do configurations work on different DC architectures?”

“Can we predict the effect of a new configuration?”
– “To accept or discard before executing?”

Methodology:
–
–
–
–

Some benchmarks can be simply modeled, others can’t
Simple regressions can predict executions
Complex models can explain the DC architecture better
Modeling to prove that there are configuration parameters that determine
certain behaviors
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Urban and Maritime Emissions
Characterizing Time-Series
– Road and Maritime Traffic
– Data collection & sanitization
– Structured data for CNNs

Cloud/Supercomp.

Edge-Cloud (Fog) Computing
– Hierarchical + In-place computing
– NNs in low-powered devices (IoT)

Edge devices

Machine Learning
– RBMs for modeling and dimensionality reduction
– Clustering techniques

Earth Sciences
Group

“A Resilient and Distributed Near Real-Time Traffic Forecasting Application for Fog Computing Environments”
Juan Luis Perez, Alberto Gutierrez-Torre, Josep Ll. Berral, David Carrera
Elsevier Future Generation Computer Systems (2018)
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Urban and Maritime Emissions
“Can we model traffic through a network of sensors?”
– “How much is data dirty?”
– “How much can we trust data streams to our system?”
– “How much often data trend changes?”

Methodology:
– Determine if data must be de-noised
– Find a method that allows continuous data aggregation while denoising
– Compute deviations on data as it comes over time
– Set a mechanism to decide when to re-train a model/statistic
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SUMMARY AND RECAP

Recap
Which kind of asked question / problem to be solved
– Decide if statistics are enough, or algorithms are required

Select the best Machine Learning method to automate
process
– Know your data
– Know your computing capabilities
– Know which process you are automating

Decide what to do with your model
– Use it to predict/classify
– Read and interpret it to characterize data
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